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NEW OCCURRENCES AND DATA FOR JALPAITE
DoNelr Gnynncr ,lNl J. J. FrNNrv, Deportment of Geology, Colorado

School of Mines, Golden, Colorado.

Assrlecr

Jalpaite of ideal composition Ag3CuS2 is tetragonal, space group I4rf amd.with a:8.633,
c:11.743 A and Z:8. Jalpaite is probably much more common than the literature would
suggest. Jalpaite is sectile but fractures into Subconchoidal fragments or splinters and the
majority of specimens locally show a chaiocpyrite-like tarnish.

Jalpaite, from silver Plume, colorado, is Agr.6cur.oSz.o. However, an additional analysis
on a specimen from Boulder County, Colorado and older published analyses indicate slight
copper deficiency. Previous studies of synthetic jalpaite suggest a solid solution field to at
least Aga.rCuo.gS:.0. The measured density of Silver Plume material,6.82+0.01 gm/cm3,
agrees with the calculated density of 6.827 lor the composition Ag3cusz. The calculated
density for Agr.rcuo.gSz.o is 6.920 (based on the same cell dimensions) which suggests that
the jalpaite composition may be roughly determined by measurement of the density.

Measurements of the Vickers microhardness and reflectivity of jalpaite in polished sec-
tion as well as observation of color and etch reactions do not show any clear distinction from
acanthite. The X-ray powder patterns of natural jaipaite, which are essentially the same as
s1'nthetic Ag:.rCue.e52.s, distinguish the two.

fNrnooucrron

First described by Breithaupt in 1858, the mineral jalpaite has had a
checkered history. rts formula has been variously written and its exist-
ence as a distinct species has, at t imes, been discredited. However, with
no particular diff iculty, f ive different specimens, three almost f ist-sized.
were verif ied as jalpaite. It is the authors'belief that jalpaite may actu-
l l l l '  be qui te common.

Breithaupt indicated its formula as Ag3Cu52 based on chemical analy-
sis. His analysis was remarkably close to those of Bertrand (1872) and
Kalb and Bendig (1924) as well as the determinations made in the present
study. However, with the publication oI Dana,s Syslem oJ Mineralogy,
Volume I (Palache, Berman and Forndel , 1944), jalpaite was listed as a
variety of argentite. Discredit of jalpaite as a separate species was based
mainly on the work of Schwartz (1935) who studied the minerals of the
argentite-stromeyerite-chalcocite group. Later, Suhr (1955), Djurle
(1958) and Skinner (1966), all working with artif icial svstems, definitely
verif ied the existence of jalpaite as a tetragonal mineral along the pseudo-
binarv Ag,rS-Cu.:S.. Both Djurle and Skinner indicated that the composi_
tion lvas probabh- Agr escuo a5s. nescriptions of natural occurrences of
jalpaite are rare in the recent l i terature. claringfull (1954) described
jalpaite in a paper presented to the Mineralogical Society of London, but
unfortunately only an abstract has been pr-rblished.
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The specimen that began the present study was generously loaned by
Mr. Richard P.izzardi of Silver Plume, Colorado, for an exact identifica-
tion. It measured originally 6X6X3 cm and was composed of 80 percent
jalpaite in coarse masses with the remainder of the specimen composed
of galena, honey-yellow sphalerite and pyrite. Microscopically the galena
and sphalerite occur as rounded masses up to about 5 mm in diameter
cut infrequently by veinlets of jalpaite, but more generally occur as
rounded islands in it. Isolated masses of mckinstryite up to about 3 mm
long, often with a very fine rim or hood of covell ite, are scattered through
the specimen, but nowhere is the mckinstryite in significant quantity.

Anotber slightly larger similar specimen was subsequently made avail-
able for study by Mr. Rizzardi. Both of these specimens certainly came
from the Payrock Mine in Silver Plume, Clear Creek County, Colorado,
and were mined about 1895-1898. Unfortunately, the Payrock Mine is
now closed and inaccessible but it was a major producer in the Silver
Plume area. Spurr, Garey and Ball (1908) ascribe about $2,000,000 in
total production to the Payrock Mine with by far the greater part of the
value being in silver. Eckel (1961) noted that jalpaite (as a variety of
argentite) had been previously observed from the Payrock Mine and he
cites the results of an unpublished analysis that show 13.4 percent copper
and traces of lead and iron.

Four other specimens of jalpaite were found in the Colorado School of
Mines reference collection with no diff iculty. The largest, almost f ist-
sized, consists of at least 60 percent jalpaite. The remainder of this speci-
men is composed of striking nodules and irregular masses up to about 2
cm in maximum dimension with a thin irregular rim of granular chalco-
pyrite and a core of f inely intergrown jalpaite and pearceite. The exact lo-
cation of this specimen is not known but the label reads: t 'Boulder

County, Colorado, mine of E. C. Hite (from Randall collection)."
A smaller, approximately equidimensional specimen about 2 cm in

diameter from Tepic, Mexico, also proved to be jalpaite although labelecl
"argentite." The specimen consists of rounded laths of jalpaite with a
large 1 cm crystal of chalcopyrite perched on it. The crystals are too de-
formed to allow determination of the crystallography. Because of its
relatively small size, no work has been done on this specimen beyond
certain identif ication of the jalpaite bv an X-ray powder photograph.

Anothel  specimen,  about  4X4X3 cm, is  to ta l l l 'un l ike an1'of  the
others and is similar in appearance to a porous sinter. The jalpaite is
present as er loose aggregate with.l0 percent voids, major quartz and py-
rite and minor chalcopyrite and polybasite (?). 'Ihe specimen preserrts a
dull, rough sooty-black surface. Even when fractured, the surfaces retain
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much the same appearance although speckled with scattered shiny py-
rite and quartz grains. In polished section, the sulfides are intimately
intergrown with no obvious order of deposition. There is no location l isted
for this specimen.

The last specimen of jalpaite recognized was found accidently in the
Colorado School of Mines collection during routine identification work.
It 's label reads: "Galena (argentiferous), Geyser Mine, Silver Cliff,
Custer County, Colorado." The specimen measures 6X3.5X1.5 cm and
consists of about 60 percent japlaite replacing galena. The jalpaite occurs
as rounded masses and islands in the galena with minor chalcopyrite,
polybasite, pyrite and sphalerite. The hand specimen also shows a rough
banding with one prominent band of galena about 4 mm thick and more
irregular bands of jalpaite up to about 1 cm thick broken by random
masses of fine-grained galena.

Pnopl'ntrns

Jalpaite is a light metallic-gray color on freshly-fractured surfaces and
shows conchoidal fractures with a tendency to break into irregular splin-
ters (especially the Boulder County specimen). The Silver Plume and
Boulder County specimens in particular and the others to a lesser degree
display a peculiar surface tarnish. The greater part of the surface of these
specimens shows a lustrous dark-gray tarnish but locally, the tarnish is
iridescent with prominent yellow and yellow-orange that almost re-
sembles chalcopyrite. Although some of the specimens are known to be
quite old, there is almost no development of the dull black coating com-
mon to some other silver-baring minerals. Jalpaite is slightly less sectile
than acanthite.

Skinner (1966) has remarked that where jalpaite and acanthite occur
separately they may be quite difficult to distinguish in polished section.
After observing verif ied jalpaite in polished section, there is no doubt
that the distinction is not easy even under conditions where both min-
erals are present. At least part of the problem is the diff iculty in polishing
both jalpaite and acanthite. A variety of polishing methods was tried but
none produced even a relatively scratch-free surface.

One apparent distinction between acanthite and jalpaite in the mate-
rial studied is that the irregular grain boundaries and twin planes of the
acanthite can be distinguished quite readily in polarized light under an
ore microscope. But even on the best polished jalpaite surfaces, the grain
boundaries were at best poorly defined and diffused. However, both
under orthoscopir: and conoscopic conditions jalpaite is anistotropic.

Etch reactions. The etch reactions for all three specimens of jalpaite
tested were essentially the same:
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HNO: Dark gray to light brown halo which does not entirely wash off but

remains a very light brown and may be overlooked.

HCI: Develops an iridescent halo which does not wash off may or rnay r)ot

produce a light gray stain.
KCN: Develops a light gray stain which brings out scratches. No halo'

FeCls: Quickly develops an iridescent stain which does not rub off. No halo.

KOH: Negative
HgClr: Develops a light brown halo which may not be easily noticed, but does

not wash off. Quickly stains iridescent.

From the above it can be seen that the etch reactions for jalpaite appeal'

quite similar to those given for argentite by Short (1940) and Uyten-

bogaardt (1951); however, the reactions given for jalpaite by Uyten-

bogaardt appear to be incorrect. The only difference in the etch tests be-

tween jalpaite and argentite (or acanthite) would appear to be a more

positive reaction to HNOr. The jalpaite studied always gave a very l ight

persistent halo and stain whereas both Short and Uytenbogaardt noted

that the HNOa halo for argentite did not persist and the reaction was

often negative. A test on a surface of acanthite from Cobalt, Ontario,

gave a negative reaction to HNOa. While etch reactions are occasionally

subject to uncertain results and this reaction is not particularly distinc-

tive, the reaction to HNOa appears to ofier one of the few easily used

tests to distinguish jalpaite from acanthite in polished section.

Col,or. Jalpaite shows the following colors against some other minerals in

white light. The mckinstryite, polybasite-pearceite and galena occurred

in natural association; the acanthite and chalcocite were placed in contact

in preparing the mounts:

Acanthite

Air

Colors about the same shade of gray; may appear

as a shade of green to some. Reflectivity same or

slightly higher than jalpaite but greatly influenced

by polish.

Jalpaite appears light yellow-brown against the

light blue of chalcocite. Reflectivity of chalcocite

noticeably higher.

Galena is a distinctly lighter gray and jalpaite may

may have a slight greenish tinge against it'

Very light blue against jalpaite in all positions.

Distinctly bireflectant with reflectivity varying

above and below jalpaite.

Slightly higher reflectivity and a light shade of

pink against jalpaite.

as att

oiI

Chalcocite

Galena

Mckinstryite

as alt

as air

as air, but a

distinct shade

of blue against
jalpaite.

as airPolybasite-pearceite
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Refl 'ectiuity. The reflectivity clata for jalpaite are presented rvith somc
reserva,tion. 'fhe specimens used were never satisfactori l l- polished and
the reproducibil i ty of the measurements was poor. Beca,use the jalpaite
could not be well polished, reflectivity measurements by photelectric
devices were considered inappropriate. The Hall imond visual micro-
photometer was used for all measurementsl the accuracy and use of this
instrument has been discussed by Leonard (1960).

An estimate of the accuracy indicates that the ,,best,, orange light
values may vary by + 1 percent on well polished material. The variation
noted undoubtedly includes the effect of bireflectance, but its variation
was obscured by the much larger variations due to polishing. The infor-
mation given in Table 1 is taken from specimens with a relatively good

Tarlr 1. Rnrr,ecuvrrv ol Telpetrn

Filter' Air

? ' L
v - 2

30
z t i

Green

Orange
Red

17+
1s+
rJ i

" See Leonard and Vlisidis (1961) Table 5 for details of filters.

polish. The values tended to increase during the course of the work as
more care was taken and technique was improved. It must be empha-
sized that even with what appeared to be carefully polished surfaces,
lower values often resulted. One surface that appeared well polished
produced a quite reproducible series of measurements of from 23-25
percent in orange light over the entire surface but repolishing gave much
higher values.

The relative position for the red, green and orange values in air and in
oil are more precise. They are based on three series of measurements in
oil and in air at single locations on the polished surfaces, only the fi l ters
and objectives being changed. The precision of these values is probably
within tf 2 percent. All the values were adjusted to what appeared to be
the best orange light value in air and any particular value in the table is
undoubtedly subject to the variations noted for the orange light value of
air.

The reflectivity values obtained for this paper for jalpaite closely ap-
proximate those given by Ramdohr (1960) for acanthite. since no acanth-
ite was apparently present with any of the jalpaite, two surfaces were
prepared which placed verifi.ed jalpaite from Silver Plume and Boulder
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County, Colorado against acanthite from Silvel Plume, Colorado, and
Cobalt, Ontario. With the best polish, there was no definite distinction in
reflectivity. Along most of the contacts, jalpaite generally did appear to
have slightly lower reflectivity but the reverse relation also occurred. In
view of this, it is not surprising that Schwartz (1935) could not isolate
jalpaite as a separate species in polished section.

Microhard.ness. The Vickers hardness of jalpaite varies within surpris-
ingly narrow limits, 22.8-29.7, with an average value of 25.6 fuom 70
separate measurements. Generally the Boulder County surfaces average
about 2 units higher than the Silver Plume material, but the range was
about the same. Nine different polished surfaces from three specimens
were used and individual measurements were randomly taken across the
surfaces. A Leitz-Durimet hardness apparatus with a 100-gram load was
used. At least part of the variation is due to differences in polishing. In
any one set of 10-15 measurements made on difierent surfaces, but pol-
ished at the same time and in the same manner, it was common to have a
maximum spread of under four units. The shape of the indentations in
the jalpaite varied greatly. Some displays the regular pyramidal shape of
the indentor, but more often the sides of the indentation were S-shaped
and many appeared highly distorted. However, no measurements were
discarded because of distortion nor was the specimen leveled other than
in attempt to achieve parallelism of the base and surface of the mounts
during preparation. All of the polished sections prepared for this study
were mounted in cold-setting plastic, but a few had prevrously been pre-
pared in a bakelite mounting press. These were included in the measure-
ments as well. In addition, there were variations in the polishing pro-
cedure from complete had polishing to rather hard pressure on machine
driven laps at high speed.

The only published data for the hardness of jalpaite are those given
by Young and Millman (1964) which were gathered with the same
machine and load. Their range of values from 23-55 appears too large.
Possibly their measurements included some mckinstryite, which at the
time had not been identif ied as a separate species (Skinner, Jambor and
Ross, 1966). There was insufficient room on the mckinstryite present in
available Silver Plume specimens to make more than six measure-
ments. However, these indicate a Vickers hardness of 60*2. The shape
of the indentation in the mckinstryite was also very characteristic as
compared to jalpaite. Mckinstryite showed a conjugate set of. en echelon
fractures, often with ofi sets, at the border of the indentations.

The data for the Vickers hardness of jalpaite do not offer a distinction
from acanthite (or argentite) with which it is most l ikely to be confused.
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Young and Millman (1964) indicate an average Vickers hardness of 21 for
acanthite and Bowie and Taylor (1958) give an average value of 24 for
argentite (both undoubtedly referring to monoclinic AgzS at room tem-
perature). In addition, a check of the instrument used in this study on
acanthite gave values well within the range determined for jalpaite.

CoruposltroN

The Silver Plume and Boulder County, Colorado, specimens were
analyzed for silver and copper by wet chemistry. The results are given
in Table 2. Silver was determined by the Volhard method and the copper
by iodine titration as outl ined in any general quantitative analysis text.
There was no difficulty in obtaining 1: 1000 accuracy for silver and
1:5000 accuracy for copper in standardizing titration solutions. How-
ever, the precision of the jalpaite analyses was well below the standardi-
zation accuracy and the discrepancy is ascribed to the difficulty in ob-
taining pure samples for analysis. The samples were picked and examined
carefully under a binocular microscope; however, approximately one-
third of the values were discarded. There is no statistical justification for
these discards except that they were widely erratic. The precision of the
remaining values would appear to justify the accuracy of the values given
in Table 2. Sulphur was computed by difference and no other major ele-
ments were observed in a semiquantitative spectrographic analysis of the
minerals.

Within the accuracy of the analyses, there seems to be little doubt that
the Silver Plume jalpaite corresponds to the composition AgrCuS2. The
Boulder County material, in contrast, appears to be slightly copper de-
ficient. The previous analyses of Breithaupt (1858), Bertrand (1872) and
Kalb and Bendig (1924) also appear to approach AgrCuSr closely, es-
pecially with respect to silver content.

The discrepancy between these analyses and the Agr.rsCuo.oS com-
position found in the work of Skinner (1966) and Djurle (1958) cannot be
f ully explained. The difierences in these compositions appear to be much
too great to be fully explained by analytical errors. There may well be a
solid solution field that tends toward copper deficiency from the "ideal"
formula, AgrCuSz. A similar solid solution field was indicated for stro-
meyerite by Suhr (1955) and Djurle (1958). The formula was not simply
AgCuS but was, in actuality, Agr-*Cura*S (with 0<X<0.1, Skinner
(1e66)) .

Density. The density of jalpaite was measured with a Berman micro-
balance and the results are included in Table 2. The unit-cell dimensions
used for the calculated density were those derived from a refinement of
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This study'

Silver Plume,
Colorado

Boulder Co.,
Colorado

Agr rsCuo.rsS

Ag 71 .7  +0 . r  ( 4 )
Cu 14.05+0.05 (4)

S (bv diff.) t4.2 +0.r

7 r . 7  + 0 . 4  ( 5 )
13.84+0.0s (3)
1 4 . 5  + 0 . 4

71 .7 r
14.08
14.21

/ . t  .  Jd

1 2 . 5 5
14.o7

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Density: preG. : 6. 82 + 0 . 01 p**". : 6. 85 -l- 0 01 pc^t :6 .827 p"^r. :6 .920

Jalpa, Mexico
(Breithaupt, 1858)

Altai,  U.S.S.R.
(Kalb & Bendig, 1924)

Buena Esperanza Mine,
Tres Puntas Dist., Chile

(Bertrand, 1872)

Ag

Cu
S
Fe

7 1  . 5 r
13 .12
14.36
o . 7 9

7 r . 7 3
t4 . l o
16.33

/ I . O J

13 .06
t+.02
u . 5 /

99.78 102.16 99.28

" No. of analyses in parentheses).

X-ray powder photography measurements. The correspondence (within
the l imits of accuracy of the measurements) between the calculated and
measured density of the Silver Plume specimen serves as confi.rming
evidence that the chemical analysis is indeed correct. It is also suggested
that the range in the calculated density, 6.827 gm/cm3 for AgeCuSz to
6.920 for Agr.rsSuo.asS, may serve as a measure of the composition within
the range. Certainly more data are needed to construct a curve, but
the density of 6.85 gm/cm3 for the Boulder County specimen, the only
other specimen analysed, confirms this idea.

UNrr Cnlr ol JALpArrD

Crystal fragments of Silver Plume jalpaite have been used to deter-
mine the unit cell. The unit-cell dimensions determined from precession
photographs were then used as an init ial input, together with powder
fi lm data for the refinement of the cell data by the Evans, Appleman and
Handwerker (1963) program. X-ray powder data are given in Table 3 to-
gether with the powder data of Djurle (1958) for comparison.

Portions of the Silver Plume material yielded excellent crystal frag-
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'fenln 
3. X-nav Powonr Dlr,q. lon Jar-r,enr, Boulorn CouNrv, Cor.onaocr

Coupanno wrrrr rnE a-Prresr or Dlunr,e (1958) or Cowosrrrox Agr ssCuo.rsS"

Jalpaite a-phase of Djurle (1968)

dalchhI d'"r'" ) .

101
200
2 t r
103
202

6.958
4.3r7
3 . 6 6 8
3  . 5 6
2 . 4 7 8

3.052
2.936
2 . 7 9 5
2 . 7  4 9

2 . 4 7 6
2.428
2.346
2.3 t9
2 .266
2.  158
2 . 1 1 6

2.O07
1.923
1 . 8 6 4
1 . 7 8 3
I . 7 3 9
1 . 7 0 8
1 . 6 7 7
1 .580
1 .563
t . 5 2 6
1.484
1 .468
1 .450
r . 4 3 6
t . 4 1 1
r . 3 9 1

6. 953
4.298
3.666
2 . 5 6 7
3.462
3.407"
3 .084b
3 .053'
2.961(?)
2 . 7 9 4
2 . 7 4 0
2.585(?)
2 . 4 7 5
n  t n a

2.345
2.3rr
2.268
1 . 1 5 8
2 . t t +
2 087"
2 . N 6
r . 9 2 2
1.863
1 .783
t . 7 3 9
l .  l t , l

r . 6 7 7
1 . 5 8 0
1 . 5 6 3
1 . 5 2 4
1.483
1 .468
1 .450
t . 4 3 6
1 . 4 1 2
1 . 3 9 1

6.916
4 .318
3 .668
3 .564
2.484
3.484

2 .805
2 . 7 5 5

2.483
2.433
2 .354
2 .327
2 .270
2.166
2 . 1 2 2

2.0r3
1.932
1 .866

I  .  /4.)

L . 7 1 5
r . 6 7 9
1 .588
1 . 5 6 8

1 . 4 9 0
1 . 4 7 2

1 . 4 3 3
1  . 4 1 5
1 . 3 9 6

4
6
z

2

1
2
I

1

7
9
8
I
2

8
10

4

I
2

6
4
1
2
+
I
2

1
z
I

I

I
2

+
2

l.I1

m
St
St

m

220
004
301
213

3t2
204
321
303
IUJ

400
)7 t

215
332
r  l o

206
404
43r
325
4.1.1

415
MO
523
008
406
J.)Z

336
435

st

" Only on Silver Plume pattern.
b Only on Boulder County pattern.

" The pattern ol jalpaite from Silver Plume, (lolorado is essentially the same as the

Boulder Co. specimen except as noted. d"ur" for a tetragonal cell, a:8.63310.00084, c
:11.743+0.001 A, space grotlp:I4tfand. Intensities are relative intensities by visual

estimate. Measurements made with Cu(Ka) radiation.
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a-phase of Djurle (1968)

d."r. da'"

426
620
444
525
516
633
437
309
536
329
723
800

1011
538
804

3011

1 . 3 7 4
1 .365
1 . 3 5 4
1 . 3 2 4
1 . 2 8 0
1 . 2 2 3
r .203
1 . 1 8 8
1 . 1 8 1
r. t46
1 . 1 3 5
r .079
1.060
t .o42
1 013
1 .001

1 . 3 7 5
1 . 3 6 3
1 . 3 5 2
r .325
1 .280
1 . 2 2 3
| .206
1 . 1 9 0
1 . 1 8 1
1  1 A ,

1 .  135
1 .080
1.060
1.043
1 013
1 .001

t . 3 7 7

1 .328
r.285

1 . 1 8 9

| . r47

1
I
2

1
3
I
-l

I
2

I
I
2

ments. Precession photographs of the hk\, hkl, hk2,}kl, lkl levels were
taken for space group determination as well as unit cell measurements.
The unit-cell dimensions and space group information are given in
Table 4.

The unit cell contains 8 [AgrCuSr] which is compatible with space
group requirements and the structure of jalpaite is being determined in
order to compare the Ag-Cu distribution with that of other minerals in
the Ag-Cu-S system. The single crystal investigation confirms the tetra-
gonal system and unit cell dimensions of jalpaite originally presented by
Djur le ' (1958).

GBor,ocrc Rnr,ertoNs

Jalpaite from Silver Plume and Boulder County, Colorado probably
formed at some temperature below 117"C, as suggested by the size and
homogeneity of the material. Skinner (1966) points out that above that
temperature jalpaite forms a body centered cubic mineral with a large
compositional field. Upon cooling, the higher temperature form decom-
poses into a mixture of acanthite, mckinstryite or jalpaite unless the
high temperalure form had exactl l; the composition of jalpaite, a highly
fortuitous siluation. It is probable that the higher temperature phase
rvould separate into fairly f ine-grained intergrowths. Skinner (1966) pre-
sents a photograph indicating an exsolution of jalpaite in acanthite to
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i l lustrate formation above 117oC. However, the large masses of jalpaite

found at Silver Plume and at the Boulder County locality probably

formed below 117oC from solutions that formed one dominant mineral

to the exclusion of acanthite or mckinstryite.
It is also known that at least two other minerals along the Ag2S-CuzS

join occur in relatively large masses at Silver Plume. One large specimen
from the Payrock Mine proved to be almost entirely chalcocite with a few
grains of pyrite and polybasite. In addition, acanthite masses and groups

of cubic and ocathedral pseudomorphs after argentite are commonly en-

countered from the Silver Plume vicinity. In at least one mine, small
octahedral (?) crystals of acanthite (after argentite?), together with wire
silver growing on them, ca.n be found in vugs as much as 50 meters below
the present surface. Numerous other examples of acanthite from Silver
Plume have been verified. Some weigh up to one-half pound and appar-
ently all lack significanl associated jalpaite. In view of these relatively
large masses of acanthite, chalcocite and jalpaite at Silver Plume, there
appears to be some basic chemical control that has separated these min-
erals. The temperature of formation of lhe Silver Plume jalpaite suggests
lhat this is a supergene process.

With one minor exception, the mineral assemblages noted in all of the
specimens examined are in accord with the tie-l ines of Djurle's (1958)

diagram of the Ag-Cu-S system. The only exception is one thin veinlet of
digenite about 10 microns thick on a single surface from Silver Plume'
No acanthite was noted with any jalpaite although it is a stable associate
of jalpaite. Covell ite, in small amounts, was found commonly in all the
material examined in polished section.

Neither chalcocite nor stromeyerite were seen in any of the sections
with jalpaite. They are not expected to be stable associates although
both are often mentioned as appearing in similar types of deposits (see

Tesr,n 4. UNrr-Cnlr Dere lon Jer,r.lrrr, AgaCuSr. Ar-r. Srucr,n Crvsr.lr, Dere
Werr, OsrerNED rRoM Srr.vnr. Pr,uur, Cor.onloo Marpuer.

Unit-cell dimensions
Spacc group data

Precession Refined

o : 8 . 6 3 4 + 0 . 0 0 5  8 . 6 3 3 1 0 . 0 0 1
c : 1 1 . 7 7 0 + 0 . 0 3  1 1 . 7 4 3 + 0 . 0 0 1
p. r , " . :6 .820+ .010

Pc"ra.:6.827
z : 8

hk l ih+k+1, :2L
h k l : h : 2 n ; k : 2 n
hhl:2h11:4n (1,:2n)
Space group: I4t/amil
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the discussion in Skinner.1966. for some of the inconsistencies in iclenti-
t ication of the natural assemblages). It is interesting to note, that chalco-
pyrite and polybasite or pearceite were fbund in at least minor amounts
in all of the material examined to the exclusion of other copper-iron sul-
phides or other silver-bearing sulphosalts. At present no significance can
be attached to this.

If the assumption is made that jalpaite does have a solid solution field
from AgaCuSz to at least Agr rsCuo.rss, specific minerals along the AgzS-
CuzS tie might tend to be found with one either the former or latter of
the end compositions. Thus, acanthite may be found naturally associated
with copper deficient jalpaite and mckinstryite with jalpaite of the ideal
composition, AgaCuSz. The former case cannot be demonstrated, but
mckinstryite certainly does accompany AgaCusr in the Silver Plume
material. In addition, the Boulder County specimen, which is in an inter-
mediate position in the postulated solid solution field, does not contain
either acanthite or mckinstryite.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF: In a recent publication Johan flohan, Z.
(1967) Etude de la jalpaite, Ag1.rsCuo.uS. Acta [Jniu. Carolinae-Geol.
l{o. 2, l l3-122] investigated naturally occurring jalpaite from Bohutin
near Piibram, Czechoslovakia by powder X-ray methods, polished sec-
tion and a chemical analysis of a jalpaite-acanthite mixture.

Jalpaite has also been observed recently in samples obtained from the
dump of the American Eagle mine near Montezuma, Colorado, in associ-
ation with covell ite (T. Botinelly, U. S. Geological Survey, personal com-
munication).
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